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Executive Summary

A biobank can be defined as an organized and

programed storage of biological materials and

corresponding data that can be used in

healthcare research. The biological samples vital

for medical innovation include tissue, body

fluids (such as serum, blood, urine, or fluids

from punctures), related derivatives (RNA, DNA,

or proteins), and cells.

The analysts forecast the global biobanking market to grow at a CAGR of 8.84% during the period

2017-2021.

Covered in this report 

The report covers the present scenario and the growth prospects of the global biobanking

market for 2017-2021. To calculate the market size, the report considers the revenue generated

from the sales of biobanking.

The market is divided into the following segments based on geography: 

• Americas 

• APAC 

• EMEA
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The report, Global Biobanking Market 2017-2021, has been prepared based on an in-depth

market analysis with inputs from industry experts. The report covers the market landscape and

its growth prospects over the coming years. The report also includes a discussion of the key

vendors operating in this market.

Key vendors 

• Beckman Coulter 

• BioCision 

• Taylor-Wharton 

• Tecan Group 

• Thermo Fisher Scientific 

• VWR 

Other prominent vendors 

• Askion 

• AstridBio Technologies 

• Autoscribe Informatics 

• B&C Group 

• BioBank 

• BioCryo 

• BIOGENIC 

• BioKryo 

• BioLife Solutions 

• Biomatrica 

• BioreclamationIVT 

• BioRep 

• Biorep Technologies 

• BioStorage Technologies 

• BioTillion 

• bluechiip

Market driver 

• Increase in funding 

• For a full, detailed list, view our report

Market challenge 

• Ethical issues 

• For a full, detailed list, view our report

Market trend 

https://www.wiseguyreports.com/sample-request/1120149-global-biobanking-market-2017-2021


• Emergence of stem cells storage in biobanks 

• For a full, detailed list, view our report

Complete Report Details @ https://www.wiseguyreports.com/reports/1120149-global-

biobanking-market-2017-2021 
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• Growing demand for personalized medicine 

• Increase in funding 

• Increase in efficiency through automation will increase demand 

• Reduction in research costs 
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• Ethical issues 

• Lack of standardized procedures coupled with limitations in organ preservation 
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• Lack of public trust 
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• Emergence of stem cells storage in biobanks 

• Increasing focus on rare disease research 

• Increasing M&A 

• Emergence of bio assurance in emerging economies 
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